Ability To Display A Quick Filter Horizontally Instead Of Vertically

Makes it easier to move a filter to the bottom of a dashboard and view the options available while providing more space for a chart or table.

----------------------------------------

Duplicate Idea https://community.tableau.com/ideas/8348 (7 Votes)
----------------------------------------

--> Suggestions courtesy of Sean Boon

• A possible workaround is to create a worksheet (something like a stacked bar can work) where you use dummy data to product a visual that can get you close.

You can use action filters to then filter the worksheets on the dashboard.

• Stephen Curry Dashboard - 3 Tableau Hacks Needed to Build this Steph Curry Dashboard MM Week 2 - GOTUG | GOTUG
• Tom Brady Dashboard - https://public.tableau.com/profile/rody.zakovich#!/vizhome/TomBrady2016RegularSeason/TomBrady2016RegularSeason